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What Do We Do If
Hillary Wins?

Trump Wins?

If you can believe the polls, it looks like the
American sheeple are going to elect yet
another vicious, hate-filled, secular humanist
as the leader of the Federal Empire. If that
happens, the question is “what do we do?”

Too many people put their faith in electing
“good” candidates and then hoping that they
will “do the right thing.” Even if Trump wins, our
troubles will not be over. The GOP
establishment will do all within its power to limit
Trump’s efforts to “make America great again.”
The Wall Street and K Street donor class will
use their friends in Congress to make sure that
Trump is neutralized and perhaps they will be
able to get rid of him in four years. Tea Party
type of efforts to elect “good” conservatives to
support Trump will be met with a flood of donor
class money used to oppose our “good”
candidates. Happy days will not be here again.

Traditional religious freedom for conservatives
will be over by the end of her term; gun
control will be moving into the confiscation
phase; and those traditional areas with strong
conservative voting patterns will be overrun
with new voters drawn from various third
world socialist nations—many of whom will
harbor a violent hatred of Christianity. The
GOP establishment and their crony capitalist
donor class will be “at the service” of this
Democrat president—just like they are for
Obama. Dark days are ahead for us all!
Traditional business-as-usual political action
has gotten us in this situation and it will not
get us out! We need to meet in January 2017
and begin immediately to organize and put
Project 2020 into action. An active irregular
political warfare campaign is the only solution.

A Trump presidency will do for us the same
thing as the Reagan presidency did. It will buy
us time to organize at the local level and
initiate a movement to reclaim the right of local
self-government within our sovereign states
enforced by real states’ rights including the
rights of nullification and secession. Nothing of
permanence came from the Reagan terms. We
must not allow this opportunity to pass. We
must organize for Project 2020.
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Irregular Political Warfare—Project 2020
As explained in Punished with Poverty (to be released in December) the northern majority has
always envied the South’s wealth. From Colonial days to 1861 they busied themselves in efforts to
confiscate Southern wealth to enrich themselves. Greedy northern capitalists became the genesis of crony
capitalism in the United States. They allied themselves with radical abolitionists and taught northerners to
hate not just slave owning Southerners but all Southerners! Their main goal during the invasion of the
Confederate States of America was to exterminate all (black and white) Southerners and to repopulate the
South with new emigrants and fellow northerners. Failing this they determined to exterminate the South’s
political power—a power that had so successfully resisted their demands for confiscatory tariffs prior to
1861. Their attempts to exterminate and re-populate the South were unsuccessful but it continues today in
the form of anti-Southern heritage cultural genocide and re-populating the South with illegal immigrants. If
we as a people are to survive we must begin a determined political struggle to regain our right of local selfgovernment. We must give the enemy a battle that they have never before faced, using tactics that will
favor our strengths while attacking them at their weakest points. Our task is to engage not in traditional
political campaigns (the enemy’s strong point) but to attack them using irregular political warfare.
By engaging in political irregular warfare, we leave the familiar and therefore comfortable political
arena of conservatism, abandoning reactionary thinking and become revolutionaries! It is not our intention
to “conservative” the current status quo—it is our goal to destroy the current status quo! Our overarching
goal is to replace the illegitimate Federal Empire with a legitimate constitutionally limited federal
government enforced by we the people of the sovereign state(s) via real states’ rights inclusive of the rights
of nullification and secession. For example; some conservatives may object that while they believe in the
right of secession, they do not believe that a state in the union has the constitutional right to nullify an act
of the Federal government. This line of argument fails because we do not intend to work within the
confines of the current (perverted) “constitution.” Our goal is to establish a constitutional amendment
acknowledging the rights of state nullification and secession within the United States of America or, if a
constitutional majority of the states reject our legitimate demand, then we will reclaim the right of selfdetermination for we the people of the South in an independent and free Confederate States of America. It
matters not in the least what Justice John Marshal said in an 18th century decision or what Alexander
Hamilton claimed regarding implied powers in the constitution, etc. The past may be used as a guide but it
shall not be used as a prison to fence us in with the mistakes of the past. One way or another—we shall
make a new nation! [The preceding is taken from Dixie Rising—Rules for Rebels by Ron Kennedy. It will
be released by March of 2017 as a guide for irregular political warfare needed to win our Freedom.]
One of the first and a bestselling book about the South’s defense of real
states’ rights. Without real states’ rights we the people have no way to
defend our rights when those rights are oppressed by an unconstitutional
federal government. The South was right because liberty was right in
1776, 1861 & today!
“There must be a radical reformation in the current, overgrown,
unresponsive, tax and spend federal government. If those who are in
control of the government in Washington reject the demands of the people
for a government more respectful of our rights, then it will be faced with the
prospect of the Southern people following the lead of Lithuania as we
demand the right of self-determination.” The South Was Right! 1994.
Project 2020 and Freedom!
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GOODBYE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
In a recent article from The Telegraph of London, Prince Charles’ former secretary, William Nye,
warns of an ongoing effort to shut down any display of Christianity by employees of the United
Kingdom. Nye warned that due to the “secularizing spirit,” Christianity was being systematically
silenced and removed from public display. Nye expressed his belief that within the public service
of Great Britain, Christianity and those expressing said faith were viewed as “odd and unusual.”
{See} http://conservativetribune.com/sick-plot-christian-employees/
When confronted with Great Britain’s attack on Christianity, most conservatives
automatically proclaim, “Thank God we have a Constitution with its First Amendment protection of
freedom of religion.” But think about it; if the modern sycophants of Lincoln can ignore and
discount the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, what security do we have for the supposed protection
of the First Amendment? In its 2016 report the United States Commission on Civil Rights informs
Americans that religious freedom cannot be used for a basis of discrimination against
homosexuals: “The phrases ‘religious liberty’ and ‘religious freedom’ will stand for nothing except
hypocrisy so long as they remain code words for discrimination, intolerance, racism, sexism,
homophobia, Islamophobia, Christian supremacy, or any form of intolerance” [emphasis added].
Martin Castro, Chairman U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 2016 Report.
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/09/us-commission-civil-rights-religious-libertyreport/499874/ The stage is being set by the Federal Empire to force Christianity into a secondclass status with the Empire’s politicians defining what is and is not allowable as Church doctrine.
In July of this year an Iowa Civil Rights Commission issued an edict that forces churches
to comply with “transgender bathroom laws.” The edict even forces churches to use pronouns
approved by the Civil Rights Commission and prohibits the church from teaching that nontraditional gender roles are sinful. Not to be outdone, Massachusetts’ Commission Against
Discrimination has declared all churches are now viewed as a place of “public accommodation”
and thus must abide by the Commission’s rules and regulations. According to this rule, churches
cannot use “gender identity pronouns.” The Commission also states that churches cannot
“discriminate against, or restrict a person from, services because of that person’s gender
identity.” Simply stated, a sexual pervert who thinks he is a woman cannot be prevented from
attending a conference for women, use a woman’s bathroom, or have spoken to him any remarks
deemed by the pervert as being “hostile.” As Peter Kirsanow, member of the U. S. Commission
on Civil Rights noted: “This debate will likely dominate civil-rights discourse for at least a
generation. And regardless of the outcome, we may emerge a very different country than the one
we have been” [emphasis added]. A different country? The one common factor in this story is
that this secular humanist attack upon Christian morality originates NOT from Dixie but from the
NORTH and its agent, the Federal Empire. Southern Christians take note: “Be ye not unequally
yoked together with unbelievers.” 2 Corinthians 6:14.

Nullifying Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities in an
Immoral Society


The secular humanist left is at war with our Christian values but
most Christians are not aware of the war or have no idea of how to
fight the seemingly overwhelming power of the politically correct left.



Nullifying Tyranny is addressed to Christians explaining why the
constitutional right of state nullification is necessary if we are to win
the war against the forces of political evil arrayed against us.
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BIBLE BELT DRAG QUEEN
For ages the South has been known as the “Bible Belt” of America. Numerous surveys and
polls of religious attitudes in Dixie testify to the correctness of this claim. In Louisiana it is often
stated that North Louisiana is the belt buckle of the Bible Belt. Yet, here in North Louisiana, the
culturally corrosive hand of Yankee secular humanism boldly struck out at those holding fast to a
Biblical worldview one Sunday morning in October. As Christians awoke and began preparing for
church they were shocked by a front page article in their Monroe, Louisiana Sunday newspaper.
The lead article, covering one-half of the front page and extending into three more pages, extolled
the virtues of the homosexual “Drag Queen” lifestyle (The News-Star, Monroe, La., 10/9/16).
Complete with numerous photographs of the “Queen” and his friends, the article gave a glowing
account of the life of a man who always wanted to be Miss America but has to settle for competing
for the title of Miss Gay America.
Most people in North Louisiana have no problem with how a person desires to express his
“gender role.” Growing up in the South we always knew that some people were “odd,” but we
never expected to have such behavior flaunted as if it were normal. Furthermore, we never
thought that the values and customs of our society would come under attack because they were
based upon a Biblical worldview. But this is exactly what happens when a Biblical worldview
society is “unequally yoked together” with a secular humanist society.
At one time this immoral lifestyle was only celebrated in the radical dens of the Northeast
United States. But just like the erosive effects of drops of water over years, the erosion of moral
values in the Bible Belt is slowly but surely having its wicked results upon Southern culture. The
erosive effects of the satanic morality of secular humanism (brought to you by Yankee victory and
occupation of Dixie) will result in secular humanist morality becoming the new “norm” and social
standard for subsequent generations of Southerners. Unless “we the people” of Dixie retake
control of our society, Dixie will become as vulgar and crude as the rest of Yankeedom. The 1599
Geneva Bible clearly informs us, “Be not unequally yoked with the infidels: for what fellowship hath
righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?” 2
Corinthians 6:14. God has spoken; the hour for action is upon us.
Wherefore, come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord and touch not the unclean thing: and I will
receive you, 2 Corinthians 6:17. Can “good” safely dwell with “evil?” In human society will “good” pull “evil” up, or
will “evil” pull “good” down? What communion does light have with darkness? Most Christians recognize the
importance of these questions in regards to spiritual life, but they are equally important socially and politically. Indeed,
the answer to these questions may well determine whether or not America’s Christian moral traditions will be passed
on to another generation. Kennedy and Kennedy, Nullifying Tyranny: Creating moral communities in an immoral
society, (Pelican Publishing Co., Gretna, LA: 2010), page 19.

Lincoln’s Marxists
1. Radical Socialists and Communists exposed as founders
of the Republican Party
2. Communists and Radical Socialists wage war upon the
South
3. Karl Marx acts as Lincoln’s unofficial propaganda minister
in Europe
4. Adolf Hitler admired and used Lincoln’s ideas to build his
big government
5. Radical Socialists and Communists demonstrate their
hatred for States’ Rights
Lincoln’s Marxists are alive and well in today’s Federal Empire
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Links to Purchase Kennedy Twins Books from Amazon.com
The South Was Right! >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B004SCBKXM/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i4?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=d
esktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop

Rekilling Lincoln >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00X6HCDZE/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i1?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=d
esktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop

Uncle Seth Fought the Yankees >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1455621218/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d0_i5?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=des
ktop-1&pf_rd_r=0XY3J2CREF1WRZDWJ9X0&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014322&pf_rd_i=desktop

Nullifying Tyranny: Creating Moral Communities >
http://www.amazon.com/Nullifying-Tyranny-Creating-CommunitiesImmoral/dp/1589807790/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_3?ie=UTF8&dpID=41s81Q4kD7L&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR107%2C160_&ref
RID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Was Jefferson Davis Right? > http://www.amazon.com/Jefferson-Davis-Oxford-WorldsClassics/dp/156554370X/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_4?ie=UTF8&dpID=51VjnpOg4CL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR106
%2C160_&refRID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Why Not Freedom! >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1565541529/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d0_i4?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=des
ktop-1&pf_rd_r=0XY3J2CREF1WRZDWJ9X0&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014322&pf_rd_i=desktop

Reclaiming Liberty > http://www.amazon.com/Reclaiming-Liberty-James-RonaldKennedy/dp/1589802756/ref=pd_sim_sbs_14_5?ie=UTF8&dpID=51HaRSF2KTL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR10
7%2C160_&refRID=19JF837JKF7MA7HZBNCG

Myths of American Slavery > http://www.amazon.com/Myths-American-Slavery-Walter-Kennedyebook/dp/B005BYUQDG/ref=pd_sim_351_3?ie=UTF8&dpID=51DGwSY28lL&dpSrc=sims&preST=_AC_UL160_SR103%
2C160_&refRID=1NAZ6KRP2T2PSJ8PEMPD

Lincoln’s Marxists >
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005WLHF1O/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d4_i3?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=d
esktop-5&pf_rd_r=1NMBDKZWA1C6S0X9HJKX&pf_rd_t=36701&pf_rd_p=2253014662&pf_rd_i=desktop
Kennedy Twins New Book
Publication November 2016

Punished with Poverty
1 Subjugating Southerners
2 Black & White Southern Poverty
3 Prosperity Beyond Belief (Colonial Dixie)
4 Southern Impoverishment
5 Emancipation, the Good, Bad, & Ugly
6 Teaching Hate (Northern virus of racism)
7 War to Exterminate Black & White South
8 Poverty Imposed by Radical Abolition
9 Post-War Economic Exploitation of South
10 Sharecropping Slavery
11 Political Poverty
12 Two Nations—One Empire
13 CSA Today (Impoverished captive nation)
14 Reparations for Dixie

Available December 2016 Shotwell Publishing & online bookstores
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On the Skirmish Line with Uncle Seth
A despondent POW Yankee officer lamenting the inability of the numerically superior and well
equipped United States Army to defeat half their numbers of starved, ill-equipped Confederate
Army wrote thusly: “We had men enough, well enough equipped and well enough posted, to have
devoured the ragged, imperfectly armed and equipped host of our enemies from off the face of
the earth. Their artillery horses are poor, starved frames of beasts, tied on to their carriages and
caissons with odds and ends of rope and strips of raw hide. Their men are an ill-dressed, illequipped, and ill-provisioned—set of ragamuffins that a man is ashamed to be seen among, even
when he is a prisoner and can’t help it. And yet they have beaten us fairly, beaten us all to
pieces, beaten us so easily that we are the objects of their contempt even to their commonest
private soldiers, with no shirts to hang out of the holes in their worn pantaloons, and cartridgeboxes tied around their waists with strands of rope.”
Propagandists of the Yankee Empire would have Southerners and the people of the world to
believe that these starving men fought overwhelming hordes of Yankee invaders for four long
years in order to keep their slaves—when most never owned, hoped or desired to own slaves.
Why then were these men fighting? They were fighting for Southern freedom; to maintain their
nation’s independence; for the right to live in a country of their own based on the consent of the
governed; to live under a government not dominated by arrogant Yankees; and for the right to
have a government that would simply leave them alone. It is not over until freedom is won!

The book cover shows two soldiers



One fighting to protect his family
One coming as an invader

The book cover shows two flags



One represents a people who ask to live in a country based upon the
American principle of the consent of the governed
One represents a people intent upon forcing their smaller neighbor to
remain in a union that extracts tribute from the smaller nation for the
benefit of the larger nation

The book cover represents two contending ideas



Government must protect the nation’s border, individual liberty
and leave the people alone
Government is supreme and may use its power to establish a
national and eventually international financial, commercial and
military empire for the benefit of the ruling elite and their crony
capitalist allies.
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Southern Patriots—Act Now or Forever Hold Your Peace
It is a sad day for freedom here in the good ole U.S. of A. Today we witness the liberal
establishment paying agitators to instigate violence to disrupt their opponent’s rallies
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/10/19/robert-creamer-okeefe-investigation-fame-visited-obamas-

we live in a time when immigration has increased 900% over the last ten years
causing a major increase in welfare benefits that must be paid for by hard working taxpayers
whitehouse-340-times/

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/illegals-seeking-asylum-up-900-get-social-security-welfare-school-

we live in a time when local school teachers feel free to teach white public
school students that merely being white automatically makes you a racist http://eagnews.org/highschooler-records-teachers-racism-lecture-to-be-white-is-to-be-racist-period/ But have no fear, the secular
humanist liberal ruling elite have set-up a system in which the financial interests on Wall Street
have earned 58% profits this quarter https://ca.news.yahoo.com/goldman-sachs-profit-jumps-58-percenttrading-revenue-114515016--sector.html all the while the income of America’s middle class has been
steadily declining. If all of this is true, and unfortunately it is true, then why aren’t we the people
doing something about it? That is doing something other than the same thing we have been doing,
the same thing that resulted in a century of conservative failure (Reclaiming Liberty, 15-43).
loans/article/2604944

John Randolph of Roanoke when viewing the attempts of the Northern majority to exploit
their numerical advantage and thereby infringe upon Southern rights declared that the South must
resist “We shall keep on the windward side of treason…or the little (constitutional rights) upon
which we now barely subsist will be taken from us.”
Too often conservatives react to political victories the same way the militia so often reacted
to a single victory—“we won, let’s go home.” Even if Trump wins, it will not be a strategic victory for
constitutional government. Regardless of who wins we the people must take immediate action to
reclaim our inherent, unalienable, American right to be the masters in our own homes.
Vision 20/20 offers such a plan: http://www.kennedytwins.com/newsletter_mar16.pdf (pages 8-10)

Rekilling Lincoln:
1. Lincoln’s America created Obama’s America
2. Lincoln, America’s first Imperial (but not
last) President
3. Enslaving freemen is Lincoln’s greatest
legacy
4. In Lincoln’s America, government always
trumps liberty
5. Northerners felt the heavy hand of Lincoln’s
tyranny
Lincoln’s wife and friends never viewed Lincoln as a
Christian

